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New look, New edItor!
{ e d I t o r ’S  l e t t e r }

t 
his ‘new look’ issue of Blue Tomato feels like a hearty loaf, gently 
rising into the tempting slices of reviews, interviews, and news which 
you now hold between your hands. With a whole new  
design scheme, a Diners Club booklet jam-packed with special offers, 

and more features than ever before – this issue of Blue Tomato  
really is the best thing since sliced bread.
 
We have over 32 restaurant reviews taking you from the tallest restaurants in 
London (p.30) to secretive Hidden Gems (p.22), and everywhere in between. 
We share seasonal recipes which will reinvigorate your love of pears (p.16), 
whilst our ‘8 ways’ with a bike will reinvigorate your love of London on two 
wheels (p.18). This month’s cover feature sees a special focus on Mexican 
street food with Thomasina Miers, owner and chef at Wahaca (p.34) sharing 
her thoughts on new food trends. The food at Wahaca is innovative, made 
for enjoyment, and – most importantly – made with passion; which, for me, 
is what Blue Tomato is all about too.
 
As loyal readers, I hope you’ll enjoy discovering the exciting details  
of this sparkling new November issue.
 
Happy reading,
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Talented snapper, Ian 
Dewsbury, is one of 

London’s most versatile 
new photographers. 

From our cover feature 
with Thomasina Miers 

(p.34), to the World 
Cup in South Africa, Ian 
captures life’s vibrancy.

Using her expertise 
in food, kitchenware 

and appliances, Sandy 
handpicked this 
month’s plating 

products (p.19). Sandy 
loves her food processor, 
as she’s always grinding 

herbs for marinades.

Nick is an artist and 
explorer. His illustrated 
telling of The Rime of 
the Ancient Mariner 

has been cited as ‘one 
to watch’, published 
by Random House in 

March 2011. Nick likes 
making fires.

This month Darren 
reviews the historic 

Institute of Directors, and 
casts his eye over the 

award-winning Le Cercle. 
Darren only drinks 
coffee before noon, 

and he takes his tea with 
half a sugar.

Ian Dewsbury
Photographer

Sandy Cadiz-Smith
Food journalist

Nick Hayes
Illustrator

Darren Hassall
Publisher

this month’s
contributors

Blue Tomato’s 
crème de la crème  { }
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Kirmizi biber is a deep red, Turkish spice 
which has revolutionised my kitchen 
of late. Caught somewhere between 

the spiciness of dried chillies, and the depth of 
Hungarian paprika, kirmizi biber simply means 
‘red pepper’ in Turkish. The smokey, sweet-hot 
flavour comes from salted and dried red chilli 
peppers that are flaked, rubbed with oil and then 
gently roasted.

Kirmizi biber is my saving grace when a dish is 
hovering dangerously close to the banal; just the 
right side of fiery, this spice transforms a plate 
of vegetables into a show-stealing side dish that 
always has guests asking, ‘what is that?!’.

I’ve scattered kirmizi biber through potatoes 
fried up in olive oil, roasted it with celery, or just 
sprinkled a little over poached eggs. A pinch of 
kirmizi biber turns olive oil an earthy red which 
is sublime with scallops, steamed greens or 
even just dribbled over a chunk of fresh bread. 
This spice is confident enough to take on salty 
ingredients like halloumi or fish, but friendly 
enough to bring the best out of subtler pasta 
dishes or hummus. 

Kirmizi biber is available in Turkish 
supermarkets, but you could make your own 
version by just mixing smoked paprika with 
crushed red peppercorns and a touch of chilli.

Blue Tomato’s Editor, 
Lisa Harris, shares her 

fiery kitchen secrets

Sweet Chilli 
Sensation

{ E D I TO R ’S  K I TC H E N  S E C R E T S }
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your first Ocado shop

Get

Simply go to Ocado.com and register, then 
book a delivery slot before 30/01/11 - it only 
takes 30 seconds.

Enter the voucher code VOU5617507 when 
you check out, spending a minimum of £75.[4]

Click ‘add’ and £15 will be automatically  
deducted from your bill. 

[4] This voucher cannot be used in conjunction with any 
other voucher offers. Delivery charge may apply. Please see 
Terms & Conditions at Ocado.com for full details.

Voucher code:     VOU5617507
Offer expires:      30/01/2011

Quality groceries that won’t cost the earth.

Christmas puddings mature into a rich and moist indulgence if you make them in advance 
– so it’s worth planning a few weeks ahead.  Blue Tomato recommends a special Guyanese 
Christmas Pudding, with nutmeg, dried pineapple and rum.  Visit Ocado.com for the full 
recipe and to redeem £15 off your first order.  Shop online at Ocado, and you’ll find your 
weekly groceries are just a click away.  What’s more, Ocado will deliver your ingredients to your 
kitchen table in a handy one-hour delivery slot.[1]

Get started at ocado.com/new

Recipes at Ocado.com

Famous Tesco Price Match on big-name brands.[2]

Waitrose groceries; rare, gourmet producers and their NEW Ocado range.

Guaranteed product life and fewer substitutions.

Easy-to-use website and mobile apps.[3]

plus

Plan your Christmas Pudding with Ocado.com

your first Ocado shop

Get

Find this Rum-infused Christmas Pudding recipe and over  
a thousand more at www.ocado.com/recipes

Recipes at Ocado.com

[1]Service available in certain areas of England and Wales. To check if Ocado deliver in your area, please visit Ocado.
com. [2]Each week Ocado compare and price match branded goods with Tesco. Price match applies to standard retail 
price of identical products only and excludes temporary promotions. Please see Terms & Conditions at Ocado.com 
for full details.[3]For security reasons, please go to Ocado.com to enter the voucher and payment details for your first 
shop. You can then use your app to check out subsequent orders.
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The new Wahaca restaurant has put Soho on the map for 
Mexican street food – owner and chef Thomasina Miers talks 

mezcal, mackerel and MasterChef with Blue Tomato

THOMASINA MIERS
{ E XC L U S I V E  I N T E R V I E W }

BLUE TOMATO.CO.UK
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Miers – a successful chef, television 
personality and co-owner of Wahaca, 
London’s first Mexican street food 
chain – is signing off her winter menu 
today whilst finalising plans for her 
fourth Wahaca restaurant to open on 
Wardour Street in November. Whilst this 

sounds like hard work, Miers is adamant that her 
recipes and menus “are about having fun, whilst 
discovering and showing people what Mexican 
food is all about.”

Mexico is one of the top countries in terms 
of food biodiversity and the country is even in 
discussion with UNESCO about recognising 
Mexican food culture as being of Intangible 
Heritage to Humanity – yet Mexican food remains 
relatively unexplored in London beyond tacos and 
burritos. Recent openings such as Cantina Laredo 
(also in Soho) may take a delicious step towards 
high end Mexican food, but London still has some 
way to come. 

There is certainly support for Mexican cuisine in 
professional kitchens, however, as Miers reels off 
an A-list of celebrity chefs who love their chillies, 
including Ferran Adrià, Pierre Gagnaire, Mark Hix 
and Tom Parker Bowles: “People are realising that 

Mexican food is not just re-fried beans,” says Miers 
with a relieved look in her eye.

“We are too removed from the 
process of food”
Before we can move the conversation onto her 
new restaurant, Miers launches into passionately 
explaining her work with the National Association 
of British Markets Authorities: “Markets are 
totally multicultural,” says Miers. “Markets create 
community cohesion, they’re cheap, there’s zero 
packaging, and they’re a perfect start-up venture 
for new businesses.” Miers shops at her own local 
market, where she loves buying cheap cuts of meat 
“because I know where they’ve come from”. 

 “Sorry! I’m digressing” she laughs. This will be a 
recurring theme, as Miers is easily carried away by 
her passion about sustainability and the importance 
of good, honest food. Effortlessly repeating figures 
she heard on the radio this morning about Iceland 
increasing mackerel fishing quotas to 130,000 
tonnes, Miers is incensed: “They will wipe out all 
our mackerel stocks!” she exclaims. “We are on 
the brink!” There is really no arguing with this 34 
year old chef; whilst so many foodies advocate for 
sustainably – Miers practises what she preaches. 

35

I
“

NOVEMBER 2010

’ve got a bit of tongue in there, some octopus, and two or three 
different marinades that I was cooking over the weekend” says 
Thomasina Miers, pointing happily towards her canvas bag. 
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A blueprint for green living 
Miers casually makes reference to her vegetable 
patch or making her own sourdough bread, and 
she sighs remembering how she and co-owner 
Mark desperately sought a machine to recycle 
Wahaca’s glass more effectively: “I want Wahaca 
to be a blueprint for how you can run a successful 
company whilst caring for your environment and 
the people who work for you,” Miers states. “A 
restaurant should think about the world around it, 
and not just have the sole focus of making money.” 
As they build the new Soho restaurant, Wahaca 
is working with a company to minimise wastage 
in the building process, whilst also preserving the 
building’s original features. Miers has a clear plan 
for all restaurants, however: “Wahaca recycled all 
food waste from the word go – but we hope all 
companies will be sustainable in the future.”

 
A MasterChef
Any introduction to Thomasina Miers usually 
references her triumph on MasterChef in 2005. 
Whilst Miers said in a recent Radio 4 interview, 
that she would never have done the show if she’d 
known just how terrifying it would be, she still 
recognises MasterChef as a pivotal point in her 
cooking career.

 After training at the renowned Ballymaloe 
cookery school in southern Ireland, Miers 
was already on the food route by the time she 
appeared on TV. However, she credits Clarissa 
Dickson Wright for getting her on track to apply 
for MasterChef: “I went to an academic school, 
and somehow being a cook was seen as a failure of 
some kind. My education gave me a rather narrow 
world view of what would make us happy, but one 
thing Clarissa and MasterChef did was give me 
confidence to start cheffing immediately. I became 
determined: “I’m going to do this!” I thought – and 
I did!”

Miers has been doing it ever since, and the 
projects keep on coming. Running three successful 
restaurants, devising menus, publishing 4 cookery 
books, writing a column for The Times, featuring 
in two TV shows (one of which required cooking 
spiced squirrel popcorn whilst camping in the wilds 
of Britain) and with another trip to Mexico in the 
pipe line – you could be forgiven for thinking that 
Thomasina Miers is a workaholic. But she wants 
that to change: “work life balance is increasingly 
important for me as I get older; it’s exciting to be 
‘workworkwork’ with so many great opportunities, 
but it’s easy for chefs to become a victim of trying 
to do too much, and then not doing enough well. 
I’m careful about what I say yes to, as it’s important 
for me to do what I do well and with passion.”

“Authenticity is a gut instinct”
Wahaca was one of the first restaurants in 
London to pave the way for ‘real’ Mexican food. 
“We’ve taken a slice of Mexican food culture at 
Wahaca – just the street food – but it’s a really 
fun way of showing people how different Mexican 
food is.” Miers wants diners to cast away their 
preconceptions about Tex-Mex, and whilst she’s 
not claiming to be completely authentic herself, 
good food and good service are Miers’ two main 
priorities at Wahaca; “it’s important that people 
get respect and enjoy themselves, no matter how 
much they’re paying for food.”

The authenticity label is sprinkled around as 
liberally as salt and pepper these days, yet Miers 
steps aside from the whole argument: “The first 
European style hot chocolate with sugar was made 
when the Spanish took cocoa from Mexico, and 
combined it with sugar from the colonies of Africa. 
Two ingredients from two different places, taken 
to a third country, and then fused together: what’s 
authentic about that?”

Miers laughs as she explains how tricky it can be 
to keep her menu ‘authentic’, because what might 

be authentic in Mexico doesn’t necessarily meet 
diners’ expectations in London. For example, chefs 
often use soy sauce in fish tacos in Mexico City as 
a result of the Asian influence there, “but if I put 
an Asian style fish taco on the menu, Londoners 
would question its Mexican roots – yet that is 
what is eaten in Mexico City! That’s why I have a 
problem with the word authentic; it’s inauthentic 
in its very essence.”

It’s impossible to cook authentic food if you 
can’t source the ingredients, so Miers adapts her 
menu to fit her London location. Whilst the pork 
pibil taco – Wahaca’s most popular dish – follows 
a recipe straight from the Yucatán, other dishes 
are altered to include British meat or Lancashire 
cheese rather than ship goods from Mexico. 

Miers dreams of running a growing project to 
cultivate Mexican herbs never seen before in the 
UK. In fact, if she wasn’t running Wahaca, Miers 

says she would have a little cafe with a vegetable 
patch out front and back, “I’d be growing all my 
own vegetables, cooking whatever was in season, 
and changing the menu twice a day!”

Moving forward
Only in the last two or three years has there been a 
change in perceptions of Mexican food in London; 
yet Thomasina Miers believes there is room for 
more: “It’s incredibly exciting: people are realising 
that Mexican food is the biggest culinary secret in 
the world. Imagine a country of that size which is 
still so relatively unknown in its ‘true’ form.”

The new Wardour Street restaurant promotes 
this truth with new agave syrup for margaritas, an 
extended range of tequilas, and an emphasis on 
Mezcal, the lesser known smoky cousin to tequila. 

Miers’ philosophy is clear: “Food is about fun, 
and I’m pretty confident this menu is true to its 
roots. But really, a good meal should always be 
about entertaining.”

New Wahaca opens November 2010 
80 Wardour Street, W1F 0TF, www.wahaca.co.uk

Food should be pleasurable.  
If you’re eating sensibly it doesn’t  

really matter if you but a blob of butter  
in something: I’m all for fat in food.{ }

3  SECOND  
QUESTIONS

Thomasina loves chillies, but can she 
take the heat of our quick fire quiz?
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TOP FIVE 
MEXICAN 
DISHES

People are realising that  
Mexican food is not just 

re-fried beans{ }





There is a particular luxury to eating opposite 
an empty seat in a restaurant: expansive 
leg room; no need to share dessert; and the 
lingering aftertaste of self-indulgence. Although 
one of the main reasons I love to cook and eat 
is to share my enjoyment of good food – I must 
confess that I rather enjoy dining alone.

I work with a Spanish chef who once 
commented that however long he lived in 
England, he could not fathom the solitary 
diner. He regarded that singular figure in the 
corner as a strange and curious animal, since 
he grew up on a culture of food that integrates 
community into its very structure; with multiple 
plates and a selection of dishes, Spanish tapas-
for-one would look more like indecision than 
independence. A typical English meal of meat and two veg, however, can stand alone 
because a single plate setting does not require you to share your food with anyone. 
Individual plates enable isolation.

I write this at the Richoux, Piccadilly. It is one of those London restaurants that struts 
the style of an historic establishment, although the food will not stand the test of time. 
I am currently enjoying a substandard mushroom risotto with a glass of overly sharp 
Pino Grigio – yet eating alone makes them more palatable. There are at least three 
other lone creatures within my field of vision. The man in front of me picks his nails 
and looks nervously at the door, as if he’s waiting for someone to relieve him of his 
own company. The woman to my right stares out boldly at passers-by, a half drunk 
glass of rosé warming between her fingers and a smile creeping across her face as 
the waiter brings her – what she does not yet realise will be – a substandard risotto. 
Another single woman holds a book between her and the world. I too used to clutch a 
book or newspaper when I dined alone, as a safety net against looking lonely. Yet the 
boldest single diner occupies herself with nothing other than the food in front of her.

Dining alone is strength, not loneliness. I’m sure there are travelling businessmen and 
women who might disagree, and there are many who would choose room service over 
the embarrassment of confessing their lack of company. Yet I think of dining alone as a 
luxury. Perhaps I only like dining alone because I choose to; I utter those three words 
– “table …for…one” – like a secret, and the more formal the establishment the better 
they sound. Drinking coffee alone is a piece of cake, lunch is slightly more risqué – but 
dinner alone is sheer gluttony. So when I can afford to go fine restaurants every night, 
I will take myself there with glee, all the more able to enjoy the food for the lack of 
interruption. I imagine getting myself a little tipsy on fine wine, wandering home into 
the city, and then taking advantage of myself by indulging in a film and an early night.

For now, I thank the waiter and slip out into a cold afternoon, already planning my 
next liaison with myself.

Eating Loneliness

Lisa Harris
Friday June 25, 5.29pm



It’s all very well to pick a wine when you’re in a restaurant and the waiter tells you what to do – but what about 
when you’re enjoying a quick home-cooked meal or perhaps sitting on the sofa with a take away? As you read the 
back of a wine bottle, you’ll be bamboozled with adjectives and details of the wine’s aroma, acidity, undertones and 
tannins – but will it taste good with the take away you’ve ordered from the restaurant down the road?!

You can think of the fl avours in wine as a different type of food; when you’re reading the bottle description, try to 
imagine those fl avours on the plate with your dinner. Certain fruits taste good with meat, for example, or anything 
citrusy might work with fi sh. If you think the combination sounds good – then give it a taste. The basic principle of 
wine pairing is that you either contrast your wine and food (e.g. a sweet wine with spicy food), or match you them 
(e.g. a heavier wine with fatty, protein-rich food like red meats).

Wine pairing is a fun way to extend your appreciation of fl avours. As you become more 
sensitive to how wine enhances or celebrates the fl avour of the food you’re eating, 
you’ll soon be discovering taste buds you didn’t know you had. Think of wine pairing like 
adding subtle lighting to a romantic evening, or playing just the right kind of music – it’s 
not essential, but it can really make a meal.

Understanding a few basic wino terms is a good place to start your ventures into the 
vineyards – it makes decoding wine labels a lot easier too:

What’s in a name?
A wine will usually be referred to by the grape that produces it. Several different 
companies will therefore all produce a ‘Pinot Grigio’ for example – you’ll just have to fi nd 
out which version you like best.

Acidity
All wines are slightly acidic because of natural acids present in grapes; warmer climates 
produce low acidity grapes, whereas cooler climates make more acidic grapes. Highly 

acidic wines tend to be quite lively and refreshing between mouthfuls – that’s why Sauvignon Blanc, Riesling, Pinot 
Noir or dry sparkling wines are food-friendly. These more acidic wines can also balance saltiness.

Sweet or dry?
It might not sound like it, but a dry wine is sort of the opposite of a sweet one. Again, all grapes contain natural 
sugar levels, and these increase with the amount of time the grapes are left on the vine. Not everyone has the same 
sweet tooth, however, so this distinction can get a little blurry.

Tannins
Red wine gets its tannins from a fermentation process that incorporates the seeds, skins and often pieces of the 
stem; wine aged in oak can also develop a secondary source of tannin, or bitterness. Tannins do taste a bit like 
an over-stewed cup of black tea or create a sensation akin to rubbing a piece of cotton wool over your tongue 
(don’t you often do that?). Tannins actually bond to the protein and fat in foods – which is why tannin-rich reds like 
Cabernet Sauvignon or Shiraz go so well with red meats and cheese.

OK – so enough of the complicated stuff. How can we combine this sophisticated wine chat with enjoying a take away?



Fish and Chips
You might try a light, dry wine to cut through that delicious grease of deep fried foods – bubbles also help. A more 
acidic wine like Spanish Txakoli or the Austrian Gruner Veltliner would work; and if there is a touch of citrus in there, 
that would make the fi sh happy too.

Take out pizza
Pizza is the fail-safe take away – so make sure you have your standard 
wines on hand to accompany it. Vegetarian pizza works with an apple 
infused white to cut through the cheese and compliment the veg: Yellow 
Tail Pinot Grigio gets my vote every time. If you were to go for the 
classic pepperoni pizza, then you’d want a heavier red wine; try Yellow 
Tails’ Cabernet Sauvignon, where the hint of cherries and blackcurrants 
compliment the meat.

Indian Curry
The wine you choose will depend on the style of curry; a madras, tikka 
masala, a balti or biryani all differ wildly before we’ve even begun to consider whether you’re eating meat, fi sh or 
vegetables. A sure bet, however, is to aim for something slightly sweeter, like a Riesling, which would compliment the 
spiciness of a range of curries curry. (An ice-cold Cobra also works a treat, but this is about wine – not beer.)

Ice cream
As a rule, the wine should be as sweet or sweeter than the food, otherwise it tastes funny. Port and Sherry are 
essentially very sweet wines which pair well with desserts – and I love them with cheese too! Which goes to show that 
there are no hard and fast rules.

Whilst drinking responsibly, wine pairing should really be about having fun: open a bottle, share it with a friend, and get 
tasting!






